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In the urology department, regardless of doctors and nurses, Zhang Fan was
completely accepted. We all knew about the nephrectomy the next day. The nurse in
the operating room said to the nurse in the urology department, and the nurse in the
urology department said to the doctor in the urology department. After a while, the
whole department knew the process.

How about Haila, director and Zhang Fan? What the little nurse in the operating room
said is vivid. LV Shuyan admired Zhang Fan more and didn't need Zhang Fan to
explain. She handled all the trivial things of the patient well and didn't need Zhang Fan
to worry about them any more.

The decoration of the house has also entered the formal stage. It is useless for Shaohua
to put his money in the card. After discussing with Shaohua, Zhang Fan began to
decorate. Shao Hua's requirements for house decoration are not high. As long as it is
clean, tidy and Unstyled, there are no special requirements.

Zhang Fan didn't have time to see the house decoration every day, which became the
business of Shaohua's father. The old man went to the house like going to work every
day and stared at the workers.

Even if Shaohua and Zhang fan are confirmed, they are waiting for Zhang Fan's
parents to meet Shaohua's parents. Both parents are very satisfied with both children.
When Zhang Fan worked overtime, Shaohua's mother instructed Shaohua to deliver
rice to Zhang Fan. Although Zhang Fan is usually not picky about food, Shaohua's
mother has seen that Zhang Fan likes to eat more, doesn't like to eat less, and doesn't
like to eat out.

Shaohua and Jingshu are having a good time. They have taken a lot of photos, and
their relationship is getting better and better. Shao Hua also loves this sister very much.
He can be considerate of others if he is sensible. She's really a cute little girl.

Since Shao Hua and Zhang Fan talked about the future, Shao Hua also began to work
hard. Life in the frontier is too comfortable, house prices are not high, and there is
little external pressure. Shao Hua has also been a little slack since he entered the bank.
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But after knowing Zhang Fan's idea, Shaohua is a self-improvement girl and won't
drag Zhang Fan back. After work at ordinary times, she began to pick up books at
home in the evening. She was going to get a certified public accountant. No matter
what the future would be, supporting herself was the minimum requirement. She can't
let Zhang Fan keep her. Fighting is a matter of two people!

The urology department accepted Zhang Fan, and Zhang Fan began to play a rogue.
When he saw that everyone was a brother and who had many surgical patients and
couldn't do it, he had the cheek to go to the operation. He can see that he doesn't do
more surgery when transferring to another department. When he decides to do surgery
in other departments in the future, it's unlikely.

Urologists are really helpless! Zhang Fan has an operation and doesn't want any other
benefits. Even whose patient is the doctor's order workbench and whose platform
Zhang Fan enters, he never says to use his doctor's order under the workbench, which
becomes helping others in vain.

Zhang Fan doesn't want benefits. He only does surgery. Others have to appreciate it!
The emergency operation of Urology almost made Zhang Fan round. LV Shuyan also
admired Zhang Fan. Now she knows why Zhang Fan's level is so high and worked too
hard. With her, she has been introduced to urology!

Not only is the surgical effort, but even Zhang Fan's surgical books are turned by
Zhang Fan everywhere with rough edges, and the notes in the books are dense. Once
you open Zhang Fan's surgical book, almost all the notes in it can be copied into a
book. You really work hard with red pen for experience, black pen for key points, and
blue pen for precautions.

"It's a pity that you're so good that you don't go to graduate school." LV Shuyan and
Zhang Fan were on duty. They chatted casually while writing medical records.

"Don't worry, it's important to study further, but the actual clinical experience is also
very important. And I don't have much income to go to graduate school, so I'm not in a
hurry now. "

"Hi! You are really a bit of an ancient gentleman who loves money and takes it from
the realm of Tao! "



"Well! Neither! " Zhang Fanhua blushed. If the temperate people hadn't taught him a
good lesson, he might not have reached this level.

The report of temperate people and Ouyang's criticism let Zhang Fan understand a
standard of life. There is nothing wrong with loving money, but he must do it properly.
There is no need to let others point to his nose and scold for a little money. It's not that
you can't live!

Several male doctors transferred from the urology department really envy, envy and
hate Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan has more and more status in the urology department. At
ordinary times, some qualified nurses yell at several other transferred doctors, but
Zhang Fan is "teacher Zhang!"

Moreover, Zhang Fan has hardly done trivial things such as changing dressing, pasting
test sheets, opening hospitalization and discharge. LV Shuyan, a graduate student, also
listens to Zhang Fan. The head nurse went too far and directly promoted Zhang Fan's
treatment to the position of an old doctor. He carried something and equipment in the
Department and never called Zhang Fan, even if no one called Zhang Fan.

The old guard is leaving the hospital and is recovering well. Don't stand in the
bathroom for half an hour~ It's good to be in a good mood. Before leaving the hospital,
Zhang Fan ordered a few things to pay attention to at ordinary times, but the old man
didn't want to listen, "you tell my old woman. If there's a problem, I'll come to you!"

Zhang Fan is helpless. The old man is too overbearing. After work at night, the old
man's eldest son had to take Zhang Fan and LV Shuyan to dinner. If not, the director
of the imaging department also went. I can't help but go to dinner.

Several of the old man's children are in the public security system. The eldest son used
to be in the County Public Security Bureau. Later, he resigned and went to the sea to
decorate the public security unit. Although it is not a great wealth, it has exceeded
many people and has lived above the average.

Today's dinner is the old man's boss greeting Zhang Fan and LV Shuyan, accompanied
by director Zhao of the imaging department. The quality of the meal is not low, good
smoke and wine, and the price of the dishes is not low.

"Dr. Zhang and Dr. Lu, thank you very much. The old man has a bad temper. You've
been tired these days. "

"Yes, the old man is very straightforward. He is an old child. I like this kind of person
best when I say it face to face. Besides, the old man is old. As young people, we
should be more considerate. You really don't have to. "



"Ha ha, look! This is the elite of our hospital. How about it? I said that Dr. Zhang and
Dr. LV are really good. Don't worry. " Director Zhao of the imaging department
smiled and said.

"Ah! In recent years, I was really frightened by the master. His temper provoked many
people. Last year, when he was hospitalized in the Department of Cardiology, he
scolded a female doctor and a little nurse and wiped away tears. This time he lost his
temper with Dr. Zhang, and he hasn't been very angry yet. "

Hey! Zhang Fan is hard to say. The old man has a strange temper and speaks
interrogatively to everyone. This time I guess I'm holding my urine and don't dare to
get angry. Zhang Fan doesn't drink, and the meal doesn't last long. If the guest of
honor doesn't drink, he can't drink with the host and guests. Be happy. Before leaving,
the old man's son hard fortress gave Zhang Fan a shopping card. Zhang Fan didn't
want to live or die. LV Shuyan, who wanted to put it in his pocket, was not easy to
take.

The meal point is not far from the hospital. Zhang Fan and LV Shuyan walk back to
the hospital together, "if you insist like this, others may have opinions in the future. I
don't care, but have you ever thought that if you insist on this, who will be your
assistant or partner in the future! The general environment is like this. Sometimes it's
rare to be confused. In fact, it's not necessarily bad. "

Zhang Fan was silent for a long time. When he arrived at the door of the hospital, he
said, "thank you. I'll consider it. If you want to do something, you have to be a man
first. I understand!"
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